
 

Venue: 

TUM Institute for Advanced Study (IAS)  

Lichtenbergstr. 2a 

85748 Garching 

 

Public Transportation  

 

Airport -> Garching Forschungszentrum  

Take the suburban train S1 (direction 

Ostbahnhof) and disembark at the stop Neufahrn. 

Change to the bus 690 (direction Garching 

Forschungszentrum) and disembark at the final 

destination. 

Travel time is approximately 40 min. The bus 690 runs regularly during day times, the last bus in both 

directions leaves the corresponding but stop (Neufahrn or Garching Forschungszentrum) already at about  

8:30 pm. 

 

Airport -> Munich city centre  

There are two suburban trains (S1, S8) connecting Munich main station (Hauptbahnhof ) as well as Munich 

city centre (Marienplatz) with the airport. At Marienplatz you can take the underground (U6) to get to 

Garching Forschungszentrum (see below). 

 

Munich city centre  (Hauptbahnhof  or Marienplatz) -> Garching Forschungszentrum 

From Munich main station proceed to the suburban trains (S-Bahn) and take any of the trains towards the 

city centre (stop Marienplatz). At Marienplatz follow the signs to the underground (U-Bahn). Change to the 

U6 (direction Garching Forschungszentrum) and disembark at the final destination Garching 

Forschungszentrum. 

 

From Garching  (Garching or Garching-Hochbrück)  

Take the underground U6 (direction Garching Forschungszentrum) and disembark at the final destination.  

Travel directions 

(Blue underground line) 

To IAS 



  

Direction Single ticket Single day ticket 

Airport � Garching Forschungszentrum 3 zones (8,10 €) Single day ticket, outer district 

(Tageskarte Außenraum, 6.20 €) 

Attention: The day ticket outer district is 

not valid when going from the airport to 

Garching Forschungszentrum via the city 

centre or from Garching to the city 

centre!  

Airport � Munich city centre 4 zones (10.80 €) Single day ticket, entire network 

(Tageskarte Gesamtnetz, 12,00 €) 

Munich city centre � Garching 

Forschungszentrum 

2 zones (5.40 €) Single day ticket, Munich XXL (München 

XXL, 8.30 €) 

Garching � Garching 

Forschungszentrum 

1 zone (2.70 €) 

From/to underground stops Garching-

Hochbrück or Garching: Kurzstrecke  

Single day ticket, outer district 

(Tageskarte Außenraum, 6.20 €) 

If a return journey is required, day tickets are usually the cheapest option. 

Munich public transportation:   www.mvv-muenchen.de/en/homepage/index.html  

 

By car 

Exit the Autobahn A9 at Garching Nord and follow the signs to Garching  Forschungszentrum. The IAS does 

not have an own parking site available but there is an official parking site (charge applies) available close to 

the LRZ, approximately 10 mins walking distance to the IAS.  

At the airport, Munich city centre as well as on the Garching campus it is possible to use car sharing 

services such as car2go or DriveNow. 

 

By Taxi   

From the airport  approx. 20-30 min, 40-50 € 

From the city centre   approx. 20-30 min, 45-60 € 


